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Some 
Background

Teacher of record for grades 
3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12

Temple University - 
Elementary and Special 

Education

Barnes & Noble

Woodlynde - Director of 
EdTech

Bronx >> Philly >> The ‘Burbs

Married since 2018



Read & Write
TEXT-TO-SPEECH! INSTANT OUTLINES! BUILT-IN DICTIONARIES!



Free vs. Paid

► Teachers get FREE premium accounts: 
https://www.texthelp.com/products/free-for-teachers/ 

► Students get a 30-day free trial of premium before you 
have to buy a license.
► Pricing changes based on the size of the order, so contact 

Texthelp for a quote.

► The basic (free) version only includes text-to-speech 
and limits all other functionalities.

https://www.texthelp.com/products/free-for-teachers/


Text-to-Speech

► On a website or in a Google Doc, click the puzzle piece

► Highlight the text you want to start reading

► Click Play



Screenshot Reader

► Click the Screenshot 
Reader button

► Draw a box around the 
text you want to read

► Play, pause, or close the 
box when you’re finished 
listening



Simplify Page

► This website is too busy! Look at all those ads!



Simplify Page

► Click the Simplify Page button to remove them.



Make an Outline

► Highlight important information
► Use different colors for different types of information

► Click the circle of arrows to collect the highlights

► A Google Doc will automatically generate



Make an Outline

► Choose how to sort the 
outline (color or position)

► Choose which colors to 
collect

► Click OK



Make an Outline

The highlights have been placed in order in 
the Google Doc!



Make an Outline

1. Change the name of the 
document. It will automatically 
be called “Highlights Untitled,” 
which is not helpful.

2. Click the folder icon

3. Choose the correct folder and 
click “Move Here”



Prediction

► Click the crystal ball icon
► Begin typing
► The prediction will give you options for what word might come next

► Choose the one that best fits your meaning



Dictionaries

► Highlight the word you want to define

► Click the Dictionary icon or the Picture Dictionary icon

► Ta-da!



Vocabulary 
List ► A chart with the 

words, associated 
pictures, and full 
definitions will 
generate in a new 
Google Doc

► Highlight the words you want defined

► Click the Vocabulary List button



Screen Mask

► Open an article online.
► Click the Screen Mask button.

► Move the mask to limit your field 
of vision. This can help you focus 
as you read.

► Done reading? Click the Screen 
Mask button again to turn it off.



Google Voice
Built-in speech to text



Speech-to-Text in Google Docs

► Access via Tools >> Voice Typing ► Click the Microphone and speak!
► Use commands for “New line” or 

punctuation



Commands

► Click the question mark and scroll to 
see commands



OrbitNote
Like Read & Write, but for PDFs!



orbit.texthelp.com



The Menu

Speech-to-text

Dictionaries

Screenshot Reader

Translator

Vocabulary 
List

Screen Mask

Highlighter Tools

Editing Tools: Shapes, Pen, 
Eraser, Text Boxes, and 
Pushpin (like pop-ups)



Equatio
Speech to Math! Math to Speech! Built-in Formulas!



Menu

Equation 
Editor

LaTeX 
Editor

Desmos 
Graphing

Speech 
Input

Handwriting 
Recognition

Mobile 
App

Mathspaces

Screenshot 
Reader

Other Tools 
(Periodic Table, 

Calculator, 
Molecular Viewer)



Equation Editor

► Type shortcuts
► ^ creates an exponent
► / creates a fraction
► Enter creates a new line

► Click “Insert Math” to put a photo of 
your work in the doc

► Click that photo, then “Edit Math” to 
make changes



Equation Editor

► Insert Formulas or Symbols



Desmos

► Type a linear 
equation

► See the intercepts
► Insert the graph into 

your doc



Speech Input

► Click the red button
► Say math stuff: “Two x squared plus 

four fifths equals nine”
► It formats your math to insert or edit



Screenshot Reader

► Click the Screenshot Reader
► Draw a box around the math
► Listen as many times as you need

► Select “Edit with Equatio” to make 
changes



Immersive 
Reader
Microsoft has your back!



Read Aloud vs Immersive Reader

► Review >> Read Aloud
► Does not change formatting

► View >> Immersive Reader
► Adds spacing and accessibility 

options



Immersive Reader Options

► Change width of text
► Choose the background color
► Highlight 1-5 lines while reading
► Space out the text (or not)
► See the syllables of each word 

spread out
► Words are read normally, but the 

view shows each syllable
► Text-to-speech



Thank 
you!

Mike Frawley

Director of Educational Technology

Woodlynde School

frawley@woodlynde.org

Twitter/Instagram: @FrawleyWS

mailto:frawley@woodlynde.org

